INSTRUCTIONS

X-Fer Rail™ Folding Transfer Board
70404-0000

Before using the X-Fer Rail™ consult your therapist or physician regarding safe transferring techniques

Unfolding X-Fer Rail™:
1. Unwind strap
2. Hold end of the X-Fer Rail™ and allow both halves of the rail to come together
3. Make sure both halves are fully engaged. X-Fer Rail™ is ready to use

Folding X-Fer Rail™:
1. Pull halves apart to disengage connectors
2. Fold the halves of the X-Fer Rail™ until the ends come together
3. For compact storage wrap strap around the ends of the X-Fer Rail™

Weight Capacity: 250 Lbs. (113.6 Kg)

Warning: The elastic cord on the inside of the X-Fer Rail™ should be replaced every 2 years or whenever visible fraying occurs. Please contact Maddak Customer Service at custservice@maddak.com or 1-800-443-4926 to arrange replacement of the cord.